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Problem: Cable Clamps 
What can we do with cable clamps to 1) avoid hot spots that damage the cable and 2) 

reduce the cost of cable clamps? 

Description 
1) A subsea cable for floating offshore wind is designed to be cooled in the water. If you introduce an element 

on the cable, such as a cable clamp, you restrict the cooling in which the element is placed, which creates a risk 

of increased temperature ("hot spot"). When the cable is in use, power is passed through the cable, heat is 

generated, and the risk of hot spots associated with an element on the cable increases, and at the same time 

the risk of damage to the cable. 

2) Each cable has its own permissible grip pressure. Because there is no standard for cables in relation to 

coating, clamp size, permissible grip pressure, etc., the supplier must tailor the design of clamps from the 

bottom for each cable, which is time and resource consuming. 

In O&G, generally there are specific cable requirements for each project; must this be the case for cables in 

floating offshore wind? Is it possible to obtain a standard cable for connecting offshore wind turbines (array 

cable) for floating offshore wind? 

This same issue is relevant to discuss floats, cable protections, cable moorings, centralizers, etc. 

Desired Outcomes 
A solution that: 

- Reduces the risk of damage to the cable 

- Simplifies the process of designing and developing floating offshore wind farms 

- Reduces the cost of producing cable clamps 

Details of today’s solutions 
Clamp design generally takes place as follows: 

- Input from cable provider 

o Cable external protection (Extruded sleeve, PP yarn, ++) and friction coefficient (sometimes!) 

o Allowable cable grip pressure 

o Required load that the clamps must withstand 

- Calculations from the clamp supplier (using the above data) 

o Calculated required length of clamp 

o Calculated required bolt torque for the clamp 

o In general, the clamping strength/holding load can be increased in two ways: 

1. Make the clamp longer 

2. Tighten the clamp more 

- Thermal considerations 

o Depending on the dimensions and material clamp is made of 

o CFD analysis or simpler calculations to estimate heat transfer 

Criteria for the desired solution 
Below is a list of criteria that are desired for the solution: 

- Do not damage the cable during installation or use 

- Standardization of the cable range must take into account clamps, but also other elements that drive up the 

cost of installation, production and operation of floating offshore wind farms 
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Suggested background 
Below is a list of information that is useful to read before attending the workshop.  

  

Keywords to get you started 
Overall key words 

- Read the documentation 

- Discuss the problem 

o Find out why this is a problem (eg 5x why) 

o Find out what has been tried before and why it has failed 

- Round the table about thoughts around solution 

Specific keywords 

- Hot spots: How can one approach / analyse the permissible temperature under the clamps? Are these really 

hot spots? How much temperature rise are we talking about? What is allowed? Etc.. 

- Cable standards: How standard is the outer coating and allowed grip pressure for the cables today? 

Competence required to come up with a solution 
Below is a list of the competencies that are desirable to participate in the workshop. 

- Project / Product manager or equivalent 

o Someone who sees the whole picture - what is important and less important 

- Operators / Project & Technical 

o Who knows qualification requirements, ++ 

- Cable Supplier / Technical 

o Technical details and limitations of the cables 

o Size, coating, clamping limits, bend radiuses, etc. 

- Installation Companies / Technical & Project 

o Ways to improve work / reduce installation cost 

o Limitations and problems around installation 

o Capex vs. Opex 
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